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Abstract: Pre-implantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) is one of the diagnostic methods that is popular because
it can be used to determine the sex of the fetus. PGD can be used to create a child to produce HLA matched
umbilical cord cells to be used for a sick brother or sister that need transplant. To produce a HLA matched
embryo,  the embryos  that  don’thave  a  HLA  matched  genetic  content,  must  be  killed.  Also  having a
non-expected child to be used for another child is a matter of morality. To evaluate the population viewpoint
about this method a survey was performed on different groups of society.The overall acceptance of this method
is very low in our religious Iranian society and due to the similarity of opinions of people to clergymenin Iran
and faith and strong beliefs of people live in Iran, educating and advertising new methods compatible with their
beliefs, for saving sick children may be necessary.
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INTRODUCTION is a matter of morality. This method has moral and human

Pre-implantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) is one of conducted to clear out the ethical acceptance of this
the diagnostic methods, has been used for many years [1]. method in different countries and different results have
It begins with taking a biopsy from a fetus that is been obtained [5-14].Because of the different texture of
previously fertilized outside of the mother’s uterus. This every population, results are widely different in each
method is mainly used for determination of the fetus region. In Iran there is no study focus on how people
characteristics before In Vitro Fertilization(IVF) [2,3]. The think about moral aspects of medicine specially ones that
first successful use of this method was in 1989, where concern religious matters [15-17].There various religious
PGD was used to prevent the implantation of a types of people in Iran and their beliefs and attitudes
chromosomally disturbed fetus. From that day, itis also towards modern medicine might be not in a narrow range
used for other purposes. One of the popular uses of PGD and in the other handreligious thoughts are different
isdetermination and choosing the sex of the fetus. More among various groups of society. So thisstudy
importantly, this approach was used to create an embryo wasconducted to evaluate different opinions and methods
containing human leukocyte antigen (HLA) that is of dealing with PGD as a test to save a sick child.
compatible with sibling embryos [4]. So PGD was used not
to prevent having a genetically abnormal child, but to MATERIAL AND METHODS
create a child to produce HLA matched umbilical cord
cells to be used fora sick brother or sister. To produce a To evaluate the population viewpoint about using
HLA matched embryo, the embryos that don’t have a PGD and having an HLA compatible childe as a donor for
HLA matched genetic content, must be killed. Also the sick child that needs to have a bone marrow
having a non-expected child to be used for another child transplant,  a    five-item   questionnaire   was   designed.

rights concerns and different studies have been
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Age, having child, having a sick patient in family that Cases   of   bone   marrow   transplant   who   were
needed bone marrow transplant (and if it was their own admitted   in   2012   were   also   included.   A   group  of
child), degree of agreement (totally agreed, relatively 502  random  people  was  selected  from  a  city  mall  in
favorable, no comment, relatively unfavorable, totally these cities to see the opinions  of  non-medicine  related
disagree) and cause of agreement/disagreement (religious population. People who orally consented, entered the
causes, human rights causes, both religious and human study.  Incomplete  questionnaires  were  excluded  from
rights causes, personal causes). We used a scoring our  study.  PGD  and  IVF  process  after  HLA
system with allocating a number to each opinion; +2, +1, specification  to  create  a  donor  child  was  described
0, -1 and -2 as totally agreed, relatively favorable, no inthe  questionnaire   given   to   them   in   order to
comment, relatively unfavorable, totally disagree, answer  the  five questions. Extracted data was analyzed
respectively. To compare different groups by a number we by SPSS software with descriptive statistics and one-way
added up the scores of each group and divided it to its ANOVA.
number, so we obtained an average score for each group.
To determine the validity of the questionnaire content RESULTS
validity (of books, articles and studies) and Test Retest
(with r = 95%) was used. This study was performed on 1252 people; 654

Because of religious and cultural context of the cities (52.2%)  were  female  and  598  (47.8%)  were  male.
that this study was conducted in (Isfahan and Kashan) all General information collected from questionnaires
Clergymen population who taught in universities of these wasshown in table 1. 584 (46.6%) completely agreed and
two cities (Isfahan University of Medical Sciences, only 348 (27.7) completely disagreed. The Overall
Kashan University of medical Sciences and Isfahan Azad agreement and disagreement of studied groups in our
University of Medical Sciences) were included in our study showed that the majority of subjectsagreed
study. Last year medical students and other  last  year (completely agreed oragreed) with the studied
non-medical university students and specialist doctors of method.Compared to the first group (non-medicine related
the main teaching hospitals of Kashan and Isfahan subjects) agreement or disagreement of each group
(Alzahra Hospital, Beheshti Hospital)also were included showed   a   high   similarity   with   Clergymen   group but
for evaluatingtheir unique attitude  towards  this  method. most  cases  showed  a   significant   difference  (Table 2).

Table 1: Distribution of different opinions about overall acceptance of using PGD to produce a donor child for a sick sibling in different groups
Group Number Mean age Totally disagree Disagree No opinion Agree Totally agree
Non-medical students 218 21.9 32 14 13 30 129
Medical students 407 22.4 17 21 6 52 311
Transplant needed patients 38 40.8 3 5 2 6 22
Clergymen 39 42.3 23 3 3 4 6
Hospital specialist doctors 48 56.5 2 4 2 23 17
Non-medicine related population 502 28.7 271 46 29 57 99
Sum 1252 27.32 348 93 55 172 584

Table 2: agreement or disagreement of each group
Group Agree (%) No opinion (%) Disagree (%) Average score
Non-medical students 72.9* 6 21.1* +0.96
Medical students 89.1* 1.6* 9.3* +1.52
Transplant needed patients 73.6* 5.4 21* +1.02
Clergymen 25.6* 7.8* 66.6 -0.74
Hospital specialist doctors 83.3* 4.2 12.5* +1.02
Non-medicine related population 31.7 5.9 63.1 +0.44
Sum 60.3 4.5 35.2 -0.66
*statistically significant difference compared to Non-medicine related populationCompare the high light with the text??

Table 3: reasons of agreement or disagreement in each group
Reason Religious reasons (%) Humanitarian reasons (%) Both religious and humanitarian reasons (%) Personal reasons (%)
Agree 42 (5.5) 403 (53.3) 219 (28.9) 92 (12.3)
Disagree 187 (42.4) 82 (18.5) 106 (24) 66 (15.1)
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Percentage of agreement or disagreement of each group scoring system (0 to 10 is quite acceptable to completely
wasshown separately in Table 2. The most common
reason for disagreement was religious reasons but
humanitarian reasons, were the most common reason for
the people who agreed (Table 3). The reasons for
agreement or disagreement and the relative percentage of
each one is shown in Table 3.

Comparing the scoring of different groups showed
that medical and non-medical students, patients that
needed bone marrow transplant and hospital specialist
doctors mostly agree to the method.These groups had a
positive sum, but Clergymen and non-medicine related
subjects with -0.74and +0.44scoreshad expressed their
opposition (Table 2).Among the 19 patients who have had
a transplant needed child in their families, 14 totally
agreed, 2 agreed, 1 had no idea and 2 disagreed with the
method.6 out of 6 people with a transplant needed sick
child agreedwith the method.Gender comparison study
showed that 62.3% of people who agreed with the method
were women.The comparison showed that 93.2% of
people who agreed were25 years old or less.

DISCUSSION

The results of this study showed that the overall
acceptance of using PGD to produce a donor child for a
sick sibling is high. Because of the similar religious texture
of Isfahan and Kashan with other cities of Iran, we
couldassume that Iranian population agrees with this
method. But on the other hand there werelots of opinions
that have not been considered as a special group in our
study and could change our results in particular
populations like populations of Christians or Jews. Total
agreement of 73% of people who had a sick patient that
needed transplant in their families and 100% of people
who had a sick transplant needed child showed that being
familiar with the troubles of finding a compatible donor for
a sick patient is a key point to decide whether this method
should be done with moral approval or not. Opinions of
clergymen and non-medicine related subjects of our study
showed the great influence of religious in people.
However the average score of medical students was +1.52
but non-medicine related people’s score was+0.44.
Because the medical students mainly have the same
religious background as they are a part of the society, this
difference may emphasize the role of knowledge and
education for deciding the morality of modern methods.
Humanitarian reasons, for agreement and religious
reasons for disagreement had the highest rate. In a study
conducted in Germany by Schröderet al. [7] with  10  point

unacceptable) average of 6.8 was obtained.But the study
was performed on medical students and parents of
transplant needed sick children. They had the privilege of
10 point scoring system, which was more accurate, but we
used a 5 point scoring system that was easier for the
people to use. Comparing to that study, we performed a
study on more subjects and subjects were more diverse
and were from different groups of society.In a similar
study of snowdon and Green [13] the obtained score was
7.4 and in an Italian study by Chamayouet al. [18] was
6.9.Total agreement rate of our study is much lower than
these studies. This difference was expected, because Iran
is a religious country and moral aspects are highly
recommended in Islam. But there is no exact ban for
having an unexpected child or for using PGD. And there
are some recommendations for using modern technologies
in new laws made by clergymen. We can use the results
of this study to teach public benefits of this method. We
recommend similar studies to be performed in other cities
and on other religious and non-religious people. 

Due to the similarity of opinions of people to
clergymenin Iran and faith and strong beliefs of people
live in Iran and different results of this study comparing
to other studies, educating and advertising new methods
compatible with their beliefs, for saving sick children may
be necessary. We should take into consideration the
problems of finding donors and make an endeavor to
change public mind about PGD for the sake of sick
children. So we do not let a family to loseits last hope to
save a family member. 
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